Although the galvanic distortion due to local, near-surface inhomogeneities is frequencyindependent, its effect on the magnetotelluric data becomes, in a 3-D structure, frequency-dependent. Therefore, both the apparent resistivity and the phase responses are disturbed, and a correction should be carried out prior to the 3-D interpretation in order to retrieve the 3-D regional impedance tensor. In many cases, the structure is 2-D for depths corresponding to a first range of periods and 3-D for longer periods (called 2-D/3-D). For these cases, a simple method which allows us to retrieve the 3-D regional impedance tensor (except the static shift) is presented. The method proposed uses the Groom & Bailey decomposition of the distortion matrix for the short periods. Three examples are presented: two using synthetic data and one employing real data. These examples show the effect of the galvanic distortion over a regional 2-D/3-D model and the retrieval of the regional transfer functions from the distorted ones.
INTRODUCTION frequency-dependent effect on the measured data with the In magnetotellurics, the response of regional structures can be result that even the phases become distorted. There is no masked by the distortions produced by local, near-surface method for retrieving information about the regional structure inhomogeneities (Price 1973; Berdichevsky & Dmitriev 1976;  in this 3-D case and, consequently, potential errors in interJones 1983; Jiracek 1990; Bahr 1991) . Distortions are defined pretation may arise. There are many situations where the as the alteration of the inductive regional response due to the structure is 2-D for depths corresponding to a first range of presence of current and charge distributions, which produce periods and 3-D for longer periods (called '2-D/3-D'). In these inductive and galvanic distortions respectively. The inductive cases, a simple method, which takes into account the Groom effects rapidly vanish with increasing period (West & Edwards & Bailey (GB) decomposition for the short periods, is proposed 1985) and these will not be taken into account in this work.
in order to retrieve the 3-D regional structure. Two synthetic The galvanic effect is due to electric field redistribution, which examples and one real case show the effect of the galvanic is caused by charge build-up on the resistivity boundaries. It distortion on the responses of a 2-D/3-D model, and the can be shown that there is no temporal phase variation between retrieval of the regional transfer functions from the distorted the regional electric field and the secondary electric field functions according to this method. produced by the local, near-surface inhomogeneity (Bahr 1988; Jiracek 1990 ). Thus, the galvanic distortion can be expressed by a 2×2 matrix of real, frequency-independent numbers. In THEORY cases where the regional structure is 1-D or 2-D there are a
In magnetotellurics, the horizontal electric and magnetic number of decompositions of the measured impedance tensor fields E(v) and H(v) for each frequency v are linked through that partially retrieve information about the regional structure the impedance tensor Z(v), whose components are complex (e.g. Bahr 1988; Groom & Bailey 1989 , 1991 Groom & numbers: E(v)=Z(v)H(v). For a resistivity distribution Bahr 1992; Chakridi, Chouteau & Marechal 1992; Jones depending on (x, y, z) , all the components of the impedance & Groom 1993; Zhang et al. 1993; Chave & Smith 1994 ; Smith tensor are non-zero regardless of the direction of the measure-1995). After rotation to the principal axes, the static shift is ment axes. The local, near-surface inhomogeneities produce a the undetermined factor, which affects only the apparent resistivities, the phases remaining undistorted. However, if the galvanic distortion, which can be expressed as a 2×2 matrix whose elements are frequency-independent and real in the period (1988), we define a 3-D/2-D/3-D model (Fig. 1) , which consists of a local, near-surface heterogeneity (3-D) in a 2-D structure range in which the penetration depth is large compared with the distance to the local, near-surface inhomogeneities. The for shallow depths, and a regional 3-D structure for greater depths. Given that the galvanic distortion depends on the measured impedance tensor Z m , obtained in the surroundings of such inhomogeneities, can then be written as follows:
relationship between the local, near-surface heterogeneity and the surrounding medium (Jiracek 1990), the Groom & Bailey (5) the number of unknowns is reduced to eight is the distortion matrix and and Z* can be retrieved. In fact, this simple procedure can be used in most real cases since, usually, there is a short range of
periods for which the structure is 2-D (or 1-D) as long as the inductive distortion is negligible. is the regional impedance tensor. Writing eq. (1) by components,
We present some examples to illustrate both the importance of the galvanic distortion over a 3-D regional structure and the testing of the retrieval of Z* using this method. We consider
(2) a synthetic 2-D/3-D regional model in which the regional impedance tensor is distorted. The regional model consists of Hence, each off-diagonal component Z m,ij is distorted by a a vertical contact between two media of resistivity 10 and real, frequency-independent factor c ii and by another complex 1000 Vm, down to a depth of 2 km, where a change of 135°in term, c ij Z 0,jj , which is frequency-dependent. Accordingly, both the strike occurs as shown in Fig. 2 . The regional response of the apparent resistivity and the phase curves are distorted by this model is obtained by using the algorithm of Mackie, Smith a frequency-dependent term.
& Madden (1994) and site A (Fig. 2) , located in the surface Following Groom & Bailey (1989), we assume that the conductive medium at 10.5 km from the superficial vertical distortion matrix can be factorized as the product contact, is used to illustrate the examples. The impedance tensor is calculated in the direction of the principal axes in C=gTΩSΩA ,
relation to the surface 2-D structure (x, y in Fig. 2 ). This where g is the site gain, T the twist matrix, S the shear matrix and A the local anisotropy matrix. The measured impedance tensor will be where t, e and s are the twist, shear and anisotropy parameters respectively. Each new component Z* ij differs only from the corresponding Z 0,ij by a real, frequency-independent factor. Therefore, Z* represents partially the regional impedance tensor. This equation, by components, is
In a 3-D regional structure, the set of eq. (5) does not have a unique solution for the Z* ij components (10 unknowns and eight equations). However, there is a particular situation in which we can obtain Z* ij . Following the notation of Bahr regional response is presented in Fig. 3 . In order to verify the influence of the three-dimensionality on this site, the GB decomposition and the skew were calculated. In Fig. 4 , the twist and shear parameters for this regional tensor are shown with a fixed azimuthal strike of 0°. The skew parameters (Swift 1967; Bahr 1988 ) are higher than 0.3 for periods longer than 10 s (Fig. 5) and, for periods exceeding 1 s, the twist and shear are no longer frequency-independent. These are indications of the three-dimensionality of the model. Different 3-D synthetic data are generated by superimposing different kinds of distortion matrices over this 3-D regional impedance tensor.
Example 1
In order to illustrate that the effect of a galvanic distortion over a 3-D regional tensor is frequency-dependent, we simply start by considering a distortion matrix generated by the factorization (3). Taking arbitrary values of 40°and 5°as the angles for the twist and shear respectively, a value of 0.5 for the anisotropy parameter, and g being unity, the resulting distortion matrix is 
tensor at site A: twist and shear for azimuthal strike of 0°.
The measured, distorted impedance tensor is obtained from and shear are frequency-independent as expected, and we retrieve the values of 40°and 5°respectively. In this case, eq. (1). In Fig. 6 the distorted apparent resistivities and phases are shown (solid lines). In the same figure the regional responses obviously, the regional Z* responses retrieved from eq. (5) are exact. (dashed lines) are also included for comparison. For short and medium periods, the distortion consists only of a static shift, given that the axes of measurement coincide with the strike Example 2 direction of the shallower 2-D model. However, for the longest periods, there is an additional important change in the shape As a near-surface anomaly, we now consider the analytical distortion created by a hemisphere as described by Groom & of the curves as a consequence of the non-negligible values of the diagonal components of the regional impedance tensor Bailey (1991) . The hemisphere, with a radius of 100 m and a resistivity of 100 Vm, is located in the surface conductive (see eq. 2).
The Groom & Bailey decomposition was applied to the measured, distorted impedance tensor (Fig. 7) for a fixed azimuthal strike of 0°. Note that for short periods the twist medium of resistivity 10 Vm at 1 m from site A. Defining the of site ab4 shows a significant discrepancy in the slope. Given the short distance existing between the sites, it was surprising auxiliary axes x∞ and y∞, referred to the centre of the hemisphere and parallel to the main x, y axes, let us consider the site to find such a difference for the long periods. Accordingly, a galvanic distortion was expected possibly to perturb some of located at x∞=y∞=101 m. The resulting distortion matrix is these measured curves. The Groom & Bailey decomposition method was applied C= A 0.792 −0.624
independently at each site. The resulting values of the twist and shear are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that they are From eq. (1), the measured impedance tensor is obtained, from frequency-independent up to approximately 1 s at the three which the apparent resistivities and phases are depicted in sites, indicating that around each site there is a local, shallow Fig. 8 (solid lines) . Note the importance of the distortion 2-D structure over a 3-D one. The twist and shear parameters occurring for the longest periods in the Y X polarization, in for soundings ab1 and ab3 are roughly 0°for these short addition to the static shift. For the shorter periods, the Groom periods (local strikes of 36°and 0°respectively), whereas in & Bailey decomposition of the measured, distorted impedance sounding ab4, the twist is −34°and the shear −2°( local tensor gives an azimuthal strike of 0°and a twist and shear strike of 17°). This indicates that the distortion in soundings that are frequency-independent (twist 0°and shear −39°, ab1 and ab3 consists only of a static shift (see eq. 5), i.e. the Fig. 9 ) as expected, given that the measurement axes are the measured impedance tensor coincides with the regional one, principal axes with respect to the 2-D surface structure. With with only an undetermined frequency-independent factor. these values, the resolution of the system (5) has allowed us On the other hand, in sounding ab4, there is an additional to retrieve Z*. In Fig. 8 the retrieved apparent resistivities and frequency-dependent effect for long periods. To retrieve the phases are shown (dashed lines). Note that these are the same regional response for sounding ab4 we rotated the measured as the regional ones (Fig. 3) , with the exception only of the impedance tensor by 17°and applied eq. (5) with the twist and static shift in the apparent resistivities.
shear values obtained. Fig. 13 shows the corrected apparent resistivity and phase curves for sounding ab4 in the measure-AN EXAMPLE WITH EXPERIMENTAL ment directions. Note that the signs of the slope of the Y X polarization for long periods now coincide with those measured DATA undisturbed at sites ab1 and ab3. In this example, we illustrate the application to real data of the method proposed in this paper. Fig. 10 shows a geological sketch of the Ainsa basin in the Central Pyrenees. The electrical CONC LUSIONS structure in the Pyrenees is, in general, 2-D, striking E-W (Pous et al. 1995) . However, in this small area, the existing
The magnetotelluric response of 3-D regional structures can be masked by galvanic distortions due to local, near-surface fold system gives an additional shallow complexity, superimposed on to the general E-W strike, which results in a 3-D heterogeneities. We have illustrated the fact that both the regional apparent resistivities and the phases are affected by a regional structure. In this area, three magnetotelluric soundings separated by a short distance (Fig. 10) were acquired, so that frequency-dependent term, regardless of the direction of the measurement axes, in contrast to 2-D regional structures, a similar response behaviour should be expected for long periods. The measurement axes were x-axis N-S and y-axis where there is a direction (the strike direction) for which the regional phases are not distorted. Accordingly, prior to a 3-D E-W. Fig. 11 shows the apparant resistivity and phase curves for the three soundings.
interpretation of magnetotelluric data, a strategy to recover the regional impedance response is necessary. The method For short and medium periods (T <100 s), there are differences between the soundings due to surface heterogeneities. presented in this paper allows us to do this in the case of a 3-D/2-D/3-D model. First, we apply the Groom & Bailey For longer periods (T >100 s), the XY polarization is very similar for the three soundings. However, the Y X polarization decomposition method for the short periods, in order to galvanic distortion tensor decompositions, J. geophys. Res., 99, B3, ascertain whether the shallow structure is locally 2-D, and to 4669-4682. obtain the surface local strike and the twist and shear distortion parameters. Note that the strike of the shallow 2-D structure decomposition of the magnetotelluric impedance tensor and scaling can be different at each site. Second, after rotation to the strike corrections for regional resistivities: a tutorial, Geophys. Surv., direction, with these values of twist and shear we recover the
